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The vascular content of retrodiscal tissue in the temporomandibular joint (TMJ)
plays a critical role in joint function, and its morphology is therefore likely related
to TMJ pain. Using histological sections of human foetuses as well as T2-weighted
magnetic resonance images (MRI), we measured the vascular content of retrodiscal
tissue. MRI showing no pathology in and around the TMJ were obtained from
18 young patients who had been suffering from headache. In 10 small foetuses
(12–14 weeks of gestation) as well as 10 larger foetuses (30–37 weeks), the
vascular content showed individual variations exceeding 5 times the minimum
value (0.24 vs. 0.04 mm2 per 1 mm2), but no difference between foetal stages
was evident. In the MRI from young adults, the variation was less than twice the
minimum value (13.6 vs. 8.7 mm2 per 100 mm2). The vascular density appeared
to be lower in adults than in foetuses. In both foetuses and adults, the thickness
(anteroposterior length) of the tissue did not correlate with the vascular sectional
area. These findings suggest that the considerable inter-individual differences
evident in the vascular content of foetal retrodiscal tissue may be reduced during
further development. (Folia Morphol 2014; 73; 2: 153–158)
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INTRODUCTION

with these veins differing from the pterygoid venous
plexus and the superficially located retromandibular
vein. Merida-Velasco et al. [15] demonstrated abundant vessels (mostly veins) in the foetal retrodiscal
tissue at 12 weeks. At this point, elastic fibres have

Retrodiscal tissue of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) consists mainly of loose connective tissue,
composed of elastin and collagen fibres, and an extensive venous plexus in the deeper layers [21, 26],
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not yet developed [11]. Thus, retrodiscal tissue contains abundant vessels before establishment of the
connective tissue architecture. We recently observed
considerable inter-individual differences in the vascular content of retrodiscal tissue between foetuses at
the same stage [8, 9]. This motivated us to perform
the present quantitative study: the primary aim of
this study was to compare the vascular content of the
retrodiscal tissue between small and larger foetuses.
Despite retrodiscal tissue being a major focus
of interest, no attempt has yet been made to
quantitatively evaluate vessels in the retrodiscal
tissue of the adult TMJ without pathology. Using
elderly cadavers, Sakuma et al. [20] compared
histology with T1-weighted magnetic resonance
images (MRI) and concluded that the intensity
of the signal did not correlate significantly with
blood vessel density. Although we compared foetal
histology with adult MRI, we did not utilise signal
intensity but chose vessel-candidates from the
MRI. The second aim of this study was to evaluate
the normal vascular content of adult retrodiscal
tissue using MRI.

Figure 1. A, B, C. Method to evaluate vessels in the foetal retrodiscal tissue.

Materials and Methods
Histological study using human foetuses

were cut sagittally at a thickness of 10 microns, at
intervals of 0.5 mm (large foetuses) or 100 microns
(small foetuses), and stained with haematoxylin and
eosin or Masson trichrome.
Among sagittal sections that included the foetal
TMJ, we chose a single section that displayed the
highest density of vessels in the retrodiscal tissue
(Fig. 1A). We selected the vessel candidates in the
images (yellow-coloured vessel-like structures in
Fig. 1B) and picked them for scanning (Fig. 1C).
The scanned images (Powerpoint® images) were
processed using the Image J program (developed
at the U.S. National Institutes of Health and available on the internet at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
The measured area was a rectangle, 1 × 2 mm in
small foetuses and 2 × 3 mm in large foetuses, with
the upper margin (1 or 2 mm) corresponding to
a horizontal plane along the thinnest membranous
portion of the joint disk. We chose the rectangle that
contained the largest number of vessel candidates in
that foetus. Thus, the distance from the anterior or
posterior margin of the rectangle to the mandibular
head varied slightly among the foetuses.

This study was performed in accordance with the
provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki 1995 (as
revised in Edinburgh 2000). We examined paraffin-embedded sections of 20 foetuses. Ten of these foetuses were small (approximately 12–14 week of gestation; crown-rump length [CRL] 82–103 mm) and
the other 10 were large (30–37 weeks of gestation;
CRL 240–310 mm). The genders were undocumented. All specimens were part of the large collection
kept at the Embryology Institute of the Universidad
Complutense, Madrid, being the products of emergency abortion, miscarriages and ectopic pregnancies managed at the Department of Obstetrics of the
University. The donated foetuses had been fixed in
10% (w/w) formalin solution and stocked in the same
solution for more than 3 months. After dividing the
foetuses into body parts, the head specimens were
decalcified in 5% (w/w) nitric acid at room temperature for 1–3 days, depending on the size. Approval
for the study was granted by the ethics committee
of the Universidad Complutense. After routine procedures for paraffin-embedded histology, sections
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between the mandibular head and the acoustic meatus to evaluate the thickness of the retrodiscal tissue. Data were evaluated statistically using Student’s
t-test, c2 tests and one-way analysis of variance.

Results
Small foetuses (histology)

The retrodiscal tissue was composed of loose me
senchymal tissue. Plexus-like veins in the retrodiscal
tissue were located near the superficial temporal artery and vein (Fig. 3A, B), but these vessels were not
included in our measurements. In small foetuses, in
which the measured area was 2 mm2, the largest and
smallest vascular areas were 0.22 mm2 per 1 mm2 and
0.04 mm2 per 1 mm2, respectively (mean, 0.15 mm2
per 1 mm2; Table 1). Thus, the range of areas was over
5-fold. The distance between the mandibular head
and the acoustic meatus (a parameter of retrodiscal
tissue thickness) ranged from 0.8 mm to 1.5 mm.
However, there was no correlation between the distance and the sectional vascular area (r = 0.084).

Figure 2. A, B, C. Method to evaluate vessel-candidates in adult
T2-weighted magnetic resonance images.

MRI analysis in young adults

Approval for a waiver of consent for retrospective chart review studies was granted by the ethics
committee of the Wonkwang University Hospital. To
compare sectional areas of vessel candidates between
foetal histology and adult MRI, we used T2-weighted
MRI (224 × 224 pixel matrix; 1.5 T, GE Medical System) taken in the open-mouth position in 18 young
patients (8 males and 10 females, ranging in age
11–26 years) who visited the headache clinic of Wonkwang University Hospital because of temporal headache, but had no pathological findings on MRI. The
names of the patients were changed to case numbers
to make individual identification impossible. The slice
thickness was 3 mm with an additional 0.3-mm gap.
An experienced radiologist (SSC) confirmed that the
MRI showed no evidence of pathology in the TMJ or
retrodiscal area. We measured the unilateral retrodiscal areas. Similarly to measurements using foetal
histological sections, the measured area in MRI was
a rectangle (20 × 30 mm), with the upper margin
(20 mm) corresponding to a line connecting the superior end of the external acoustic meatus to the upper
end of the mandibular head (red lines in Fig. 2A). The
distance from the anterior or posterior margin of the
rectangle to the mandibular head varied between
persons. From the MRI obtained from each subject,
we chose the image containing the largest numbers of
vessel candidates. We selected the vessel candidates
in the images (yellow coloured vessel-like structures
in Fig. 2B) and picked them for scanning (Fig. 2C).
The scanned images were processed with the same
software as used for measurement of foetal histology
(see above). In addition, we measured the distance

Large foetuses (histology)

The foetal retrodiscal tissue was fibrous but did
not have a bilaminar structure, in contrast with that
in adults [10]. The venous plexus in the retrodiscal
tissue was distant from the superficial temporal artery
and vein (inferior to and outside Fig. 3C, D). In large
foetuses, in which the measured area was 6 mm2, the
largest and smallest vascular areas were 0.24 mm2 per
1 mm2 and 0.04 mm2 per 1 mm2, respectively (mean
0.16 mm2 per 1 mm2; Table 1). Thus, similar to the
small foetuses, the range of areas was over 5-fold.
The distance between the mandibular head and the
acoustic meatus ranged from 2.2 mm to 4.5 mm, but
there was no correlation between tissue thickness and
sectional vascular area (r = 0.075).
Young adults (MRI)

The retrodiscal tissue was identified as a highintensity area between the external acoustic meatus
and the mandibular ramus, but the laminar architecture seen in adults [10] was unclear. In MRI of young
adults, in which the measured area was 600 mm2, the
largest and smallest vascular areas were 13.6 mm2
per 100 mm2 and 8.7 mm2 per 100 mm2, respectively
(mean 11.4 mm2 per 100 mm2; Table 2, Fig. 4). Thus,
the inter-individual variation was less than 2-fold. The
mean areas in males and females were similar (11.6
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Figure 3. Individual variation in amount of vessels in the foetal retrodiscal tissue: sagittal section histology; Panels A, B (haematoxylin and
eosin staining) display the small foetuses, while panels C, D (Masson-trichrom staining) the large foetuses. The left-hand side of the figure
corresponds to the posterior side of the head. Arrows indicate veins in the foetal retrodiscal tissue. Panel A (12 weeks of gestation; crown-rump
length [CRL] 86 mm) exhibits the moderate amount of vessels (0.15 mm2 per 1 mm2) in contrast to panel B (14 weeks; 100 mm CRL) with the
second lowest amount (0.09 mm2 per 1 mm2). Likewise, panel C (32 weeks of gestation; 270 mm CRL) shows the moderate amount of vessels (0.13 mm2 per 1 mm2) in contrast to panel D (35 weeks; 290 mm CRL) with the third lowest amount (0.04 mm2 per 1 mm2). Panels A, B
(C, D) are prepared at the same magnification; head — mandibular head; STA — superficial temporal artery; STV — superficial temporal vein.

Table 1. Measured sectional area of vessels in the foetal retrodiscal tissue (mm2 per 1 mm2 of the tissue)
Small foetuses
[weeks]

0.04
12

0.09
14

0.12
14

0.13
12

0.15
12

0.15
14

0.15
13

0.18
14

0.20
12

0.22
13

0.15 ± 0.05*

Large foetuses
[weeks]

0.04
35

0.07
32

0.11
33

0.13
32

0.15
37

0.16
35

0.19
30

0.20
37

0.21
33

0.24
33

0.16 ± 0.06*

*Mean ± standard deviation

vs. 11.3 mm2 per 100 mm2). Following normalisation,
the data in adults were almost the same as or slightly
smaller than those in foetuses, suggesting that vascular density was decreased in adults despite adult
data being likely to include the superficial temporal
vein. The distance between the mandibular ramus
and the acoustic meatus in young adults ranged from
15.8 mm to 24.5 mm (mean 21.7 mm). Although,
again, the thickness of the retrodiscal tissue varied
among individuals, distance was not correlated with
sectional vascular area (r = 0.081).

16, 23]. Harada and Ishizeki [4] described connective
tissue formation after degeneration of Meckel’s cartilage. Does the development of retrodiscal vessels
relate to degeneration of Meckel’s cartilage? The
rich content of vessels is unlikely to be a remnant of
Meckel’s cartilage because, at 12 weeks (the same
as in the present small foetuses), Merida-Velasco et
al. [15] showed that all parts of the cartilage were
associated with vessel-rich retrodiscal tissue. Despite
the maturation and increased content of connective
tissue fibres in the larger specimens, vascular density
was almost identical in larger and small foetuses.
In small foetuses, the lateral pterygoid muscle was
already inserted into the disk [3, 5, 16, 23]. We
found that the vascular content of foetal retrodiscal
tissue varied significantly among specimens, in con-

Discussion
Previous studies of the foetal TMJ disk have concentrated on its connections with the middle ear
[1, 15, 18, 19], and the lateral pterygoid muscle [3, 5,
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Table 2. Measurement of vessel-candidates in MRI
Patient no.

1

Age
and
gender
18 M

Vascular area
mm2

mm2

total*

per
100 mm2

52.0

8.7

Max
thickness
[mm]**
22.8

2

23 F

63.4

10.6

15.8

3

16 F

61.3

10.2

21.6

4

18 F

67.8

11.3

24.5

5

20 F

56.0

9.3

24.5

6

21 F

81.4

13.6

21.2

7

22 M

77.1

12.9

23.8

8

21 M

75.6

12.6

22.8

9

21 M

63.6

10.6

17.5

10

26 F

67.7

11.3

24.5

11

25 F

56.5

9.4

21.9

12

12 M

69.4

11.6

18.4

13

16 M

74.8

12.5

23.0

14

24 F

72.4

12.1

22.3

15

11 F

71.8

12.0

21.6

16

13 F

79.2

13.2

21.7

17

24 M

77.4

12.9

21.4

18

19 M

Mean ± SD

65.8

11.0

21.4

68.5 ± 8.5

11.4 ± 1.4

21.7 ± 2.4
Figure 4. Individual variation in amount of vessel-candidates in the
young adult retrodiscal tissue: T2-weighted magnetic resonance
images (MRI). Yellow colours indicate vessel candidates in the MRI.
Panel A (case 6 in Table 2; 21 years old female) and panel B (case 11
in Table 2; 25 years old female) display the sagittal plane that contained largest or smallest amount of vessel-candidates, respectively.

MRI — magnetic resonance images; M — male; F — female; SD — standard deviation;
*Area of the vessel-candidates in the 20 × 30 mm rectangle (600 mm2); **Maximum
thickness of the retrodiscal tissue

trast to the small variations evident in young adults.
Notably, normalised vascular density was lower in
adults than in foetuses. Although our identification of
vessel candidates using MRI did not provide absolute
values, this study, likely representing the first attempt
at quantitative evaluation, suggested that evaluation
of inter-individual variations would be feasible. For
example, although > 5-fold variations were observed
in foetuses, it is not clear if these differences would
be reduced postnatally. Notably, in foetuses as well
as in adults, the thickness (anteroposterior length) of
the retrodiscal tissue did not correlate with vascular
sectional area. Therefore, whether the vascular content in any individual is rich or poor may not depend
on size, but may be determined genetically.
Sano [21] suggest that the retrodiscal tissue may
have the so-called “blood-pumping function”: as
the condyle moves forward, elastic tissues in the
deeper layer expand the inner space of the plexus,
increasing its blood supply [10]. The vascular con-

tent of retrodiscal tissue has been a major focus of
interest to dental radiologists, but always in relation
to TMJ pain or dislocation [2, 6, 7, 13, 22, 24, 25].
Lee and Yoon [14] demonstrated that the relative
signal intensity of retrodiscal tissue in MRI was significantly correlated with joint pathology, including osteoarthritis, effusion, dislocation and pain.
Higher T2 signal intensity, due to a richer vascular
supply, has been observed in the retrodiscal tissue
of painful compared to painless TMJs [2, 22, 25].
Moreover, Kober et al. [12] and Ohkubo et al. [17]
compared the open- and closed-mouth positions,
and found that the former was better for showing
the vascular content of the retrodiscal tissue. In the
present study, inter-individual differences in vascular
content, as shown by MR imaging, did not appear
to be significant in normal young adults.
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These findings suggest that the considerable inter-individual difference evident in the vascular content
of foetal retrodiscal tissue may be reduced during
further development.
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